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vents in recent months—including the fatal shooting of

tion that mean that police attention will never be uniformly distrib-

Michael Brown and subsequent protests in Ferguson, Mis-

uted across the population. In that history, the public can find good

souri; the death of Eric Garner captured on cell phone video

reasons to believe that police will not treat them fairly, and police

in New York City; the release of the Department of Justice

officers can find reasons to not trust members of the public out of

(DOJ) assessment of the Cleveland, Ohio, police department; and

safety and other concerns.1 This dichotomy has echoed through

the first report from the President’s Task Force on 21st Century

the rhetoric used by both law enforcement and its critics in recent

Policing—have focused national attention on profound fractures

months, with the apparent contradiction it creates further increas-

in trust between some police departments and the communities

ing the temperature of the debate and making it more difficult to

they are charged with protecting. The potential for such fracture is

move it forward. The path out of the country’s current situation is

almost inevitable, given the power that police officers wield as they

therefore partly about the public trusting police, but it is also about

perform their role, and because their exercise of that power can lead

the police trusting the public. To trust and respect each other is a

to incidents that are among the most serious for a democracy: a

two-way street, and it is unlikely that the problems we face today

member of government taking the life of a citizen whom he or she is

can be solved without some distance traveled on both sides.

charged to protect. Maintaining trust is also complicated by history,

Changes in technology—particularly new information

which includes prominent examples of demonstrably inappropri-

technology, the Internet, and social media—at once reemphasize

ate behavior by police, violence targeted at law enforcement officers

the need for and complicate building this two-way trust between

because of the roles they play, and dynamics of crime and victimiza-

police and the communities they serve. Information technology

has affected the practice of policing in many ways,2 but for the

egies to implement and support them, though there are areas where

public, it has given residents new awareness of how police are doing

greater understanding and experimentation are needed.

their jobs. Videos taken both from bystander cell phones and from

The decades-deep literature on this topic provides a starting

police body cameras now change the equation of transparency and

point to better understand (1) the relationship between law enforce-

accountability. We have seen the consequences of actions taken

ment and the public in the United States, (2) the dynamics of

by individual police officers amplified through both mainstream

organizational legitimacy in an information age where the actions

and social media and elevated to a national stage. We have seen

of even a single officer might shape the views of the entire country

the corrosive effect of damaged relationships among some police

about the department in which the officer serves, and (3) when

departments, city leaders, and residents in their jurisdictions—with

legitimacy and trust have been damaged, the steps that can help

individual citizens using these damaged relationships as justifica-

repair them. In America’s complex democracy, repairing such dam-

tion to act out violently, with tragic consequences. We have seen—

aged relationships requires successfully channeling citizen involve-

and likely will see in the future—public protests and demonstra-

ment to shape police action and the response to it through political,

tions in cities across the country. These consequences can and have

policy, and protest processes. It requires navigating the interactions

been fatal and socially destabilizing.

and often disparate goals of political leaders, department leaders,
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Yet this is a solvable problem, albeit a multifaceted and deep one

police labor organizations, community and civil rights groups, and

that may take years to address in some places. We know what trust

individuals. And it must all happen in an environment of intense

and legitimacy, good police-community relations, culture change

political polarization and damaged trust in government writ large,

among police forces, and good public safety outcomes should look

and in which the Internet and modern media can amplify particu-

like in democratic societies. We also know a fair amount about strat-

lar voices or the effect of individual actions, often out of context,
and sometimes in unexpected and distorting ways.

Information technology has affected the
practice of policing in many ways, but
for the public, it has given residents new
awareness of how police are doing their
jobs. Videos taken both from bystander cell
phones and from police body cameras now
change the equation of transparency and
accountability.

The questions of most salience today—the fairness of policing in communities of color and police use of deadly force—are
further complicated by the role of police action within the complex
history of race in the United States. The way that police power was
applied during the eras of segregation and the civil rights movement placed police departments and their officers in direct opposition to communities advocating for social change. And in the years
since, interactions with the police have been a part of the continued experience of minority groups and their relationship with
government, and are therefore central in debates about race and
2

racism in the nation. As a result, while young people—whether in

for many years. When there is a match between the values or ideas

the ranks of police departments or living in the community—may

associated with the actions that an organization takes and the

be tempted to view much of this history as part of the past rather

norms of acceptable behavior in the society around it, the organiza-

than the present, doing so neglects that it is a history that shapes

tion is viewed as legitimate.4 When that organization is also viewed

America’s current challenges. The policy questions we face today

by an individual as fair, honest, reliable, competent, responsive,

are how to address these issues of fairness, legitimacy, and trust

and—particularly relevant to police—acting with the right inten-

now and, for communities where that trust has been damaged,

tions, the organization is trusted. Although legitimacy and trust

how to rebuild it given our national history and the contemporary

are related, and will generally be discussed together in this paper,

cases that have further shaken public confidence in the actions

they are distinct. Legitimacy and trust are not all or nothing; an

taken by police organizations.

organization might be generally viewed as legitimate and trusted

This paper focuses on what is known from research about

at the societal level, while not being fully viewed as such by large

trust-building and legitimacy of law enforcement agencies and the

portions of that society. Questions of legitimacy are relevant for

need for mutual trust between civic leaders and residents. The first

all organizations—public and private alike—and the norms that

section summarizes the essential ingredients of trust-building and

define legitimate behavior can vary in different parts of a complex

legitimacy and why that legitimacy is important for both police

and pluralistic society. Legitimacy and trust shape how the actions

and society. Taking on the challenge of building and maintaining

of an organization are judged, and whether it is given the benefit

mutual trust and police legitimacy, the second section argues for

of the doubt in situations where the reasons for and results of those

viewing this as a process that must answer three key questions—

actions might be questioned.

not just once but on an ongoing basis—as a way of putting the

From the perspective of an individual organization—

deep literature on this topic into action that addresses both the

particularly one going through a crisis—the value of trust and

concerns of the public and the police. The discussion concludes

legitimacy becomes obvious very quickly, but how to build, main-

with recommendations, discussing the role that the federal govern-

tain, or restore it can seem both slippery and elusive. Researchers

ment can play as a catalyst and supporter of positive change in the

in a variety of fields have studied this, examining how trust is built

decentralized American criminal justice system.

through the everyday activities of organizations (and police departments in particular5) and how their response to crisis can affect

The Importance of Trust and Legitimacy for Police

that trust.6 In both, communication—how and what organizations

Departments

communicate to the people or groups whose views are important to

The factors that shape whether an organization is viewed as

them—is clearly critical. In some cases, this leads to organizational

legitimate and trusted are simultaneously easy to understand and

legitimacy being viewed as mainly a communications issue.7 But

difficult to precisely define, and they have been a focus of study

while saying the right things and saying them well obviously mat3

ters, the actions needed to build and maintain the credibility of the

and—reduced to the most basic level—whether the public trusts

words matters as well. Legitimacy, trust, and the respect that comes

its police department to make good decisions. These are also difficult

with them are not something that an organization can expect just

questions from the perspective of law enforcement, given the irre-

because it asks for them with the right words; they must be earned

ducible difficulty of understanding, always after the fact, the deci-

through both words and actions.

sions of an officer when he or she might have felt personally at risk,

Although organizations can be more or less dependent on

how limits on police discretion might limit the ability to do the job,

legitimacy and public trust for their effectiveness and survival,

and, fundamentally, whether the police trust the public to make fair

police departments would appear to be particularly sensitive, given

judgments about their actions. When the public does believe there

the often very high visibility of their actions and their dependence

are problems, legitimacy and trust will drive their view of the right

on public support. This is also the case because the role of police

way to respond—ranging from organizational changes, individual

in democratic societies is by necessity a powerful one. Police are

discipline, and, in some cases, indictment and trial—and whether

charged with enforcing laws and responding to situations where

they will have confidence in the actions that are taken.
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society’s goals vary considerably. Police can challenge a citizen as he

Although the value of legitimacy and trust is frequently viewed

goes about his daily business, detain him, seize property, use force,

from this after-the-fact perspective (particularly as affecting the

and—both as individuals and organizations—exercise considerable

likelihood that questions arise about police actions), it can have

discretion regarding when to escalate their actions. Outcomes from

a role during incidents as well. Public perceptions can (1) shape

those actions can range from simply resolving a problem through

individual responses to what police do in ways that can support

discussion to using deadly force, each of which—particularly when

or undermine officers’ abilities to do their jobs safely and effec-

viewed after the fact—might be judged very differently by members

tively and (2) affect the public’s willingness to give departments

of the public and by the officers involved.

broader power and discretion.9 Citizens’ willingness to follow police
instructions or to proactively assist police in carrying out their roles

Legitimacy and trust are critical when questions are raised
about incidents, and given the reality of policing, such incidents

enables law enforcement to be far more effective than if it must rely

will inevitably occur in even the best-managed police departments.

simply on coercion or the threat of force to gain compliance.
These everyday interactions between individual officers and

Particularly in cases where deadly force is used, questions about the
proportionality and appropriateness of that action, and of the judg-

citizens are also the times when legitimacy and trust of the depart-

ment of the officers involved, should be no surprise. These questions

ment as a whole can be built up or torn down, even as police offi-

are difficult and tough to tackle. From the public’s perspective,

cers draw on these traits to do their jobs. More than 30 years ago,

these are fundamental questions about the exercise of government

Michael Lipsky identified this dynamic in many public service pro-

power that affects citizens personally, whether that power is being

fessions, including police, social workers, public defenders, judges,

applied in pursuit of legitimate goals, whether it is being done fairly,

and workers in public aid agencies.10 All of these professions have
4

significant discretion in how they perform their roles, and they

The way police do their jobs has a significant
effect on citizen trust and legitimacy.
Research on procedural justice has shown
that even though individuals may not always
like a specific outcome (such as a traffic stop),
if they view the processes through which
decisions were made as fair and appropriate,
they are more likely to accept the outcome.

interact with large numbers of citizens on a daily basis.11 Although
they do not set the policy of their agencies, “taken in concert,
their individual actions add up to agency behavior.”12 This means
that the strategies they adopt to deal with their often challenging
workload and complex environment are the actions that either make
real or call into question the words spoken by agency leadership or
embodied in its policies and procedures.
Building and Maintaining Public Trust and
Legitimacy in Policing: Three Core Questions to
Answer

• Individuals trust both the motives and the neutrality of the

Police officers play various roles in society, so it comes as no sur-

decisionmakers.15

prise that not every citizen is likely to view the police favorably at

Work has shown that views of procedural justice affect not

all times. Emotions would be expected to differ between a citizen

only individuals’ views of the police during any one-on-one interac-

who has just been assisted by police and one who has just received

tions with officers,16 but also their perceptions of the department

a traffic citation or been arrested for alleged wrongdoing. Nonethe-

as a whole.17 Research has suggested that improved legitimacy

less, substantial research has shown that the way police do their

through procedural justice interventions can have crime control

jobs has a significant effect on citizen trust and legitimacy, and can

benefits as well. The actions of the community itself have been

strengthen it even during interactions like traffic stops or arrests.

shown to have a significant effect on crime, separate from what the

Research on what has been called procedural justice has shown

police do, via informal social control and other mechanisms, and

that even though individuals may not always like a specific out-

beliefs about the police are a factor in building community willing-

come (such as a traffic stop), if they view the processes through which

ness to contribute in this way.18

13

What the concepts of procedural justice mean at the organiza-

decisions were made as fair and appropriate, they are more likely to
accept the outcome. Studies have identified the following as main

tional level is closely related to, but distinct from, their implications

drivers of procedural justice:

in an interaction between an officer and a citizen. The elements

14

related to what citizens do are quite similar—e.g., stating their

• Individuals are given the opportunity to participate in the

views about the circumstances of an incident is comparable to voic-

process (e.g., by explaining their view of the situation).

ing their opinions on the department’s process of considering policy

• Individuals perceive that they are treated with dignity and
respect and that the process is fair.
5

changes. But for the police department, what it means to “imple-

research in a somewhat different way. The key concepts of proce-

ment” procedural justice at the macro level is more complex.

dural justice are built into three core questions focused on public

Demonstrating to the public that its decisionmaking process

understanding of their department and its activities, as well as the

is neutral and fair relies on the department’s ability to communi-

processes that address issues that arise during those activities. The

cate this point—through both word and deed. Rather than being

questions are:

focused just on what happens in a single conversation between

•

What is the police department doing and why?

citizen and officer, that communication must take on both what

•

What are the results of the department’s actions?

may be a complex history between the department and the com-

•

What mechanisms are in place to discover and respond to

munities it serves and other factors that shape public views —and

problems from the officer to the department level?

19

it will almost certainly require modes of communication that go

From the public perspective, answers to these questions—

well beyond talking (e.g., addressing police workforce composition

answers that the public trusts—can be viewed as a framework for

concerns or changing departmental policies and practices). Apply-

both building legitimacy and trust in the first place and main-

ing the concepts of procedural justice to build organizational-level

taining them over time. From the police perspective, answers are

legitimacy and trust therefore requires determining what needs to

equally relevant to shaping law enforcement efforts and ensuring

be communicated and how, with the public and community sitting

that when problems arise, they are dealt with fairly and appropri-

in judgment regarding how much is enough. Given the complex

ately. Each question represents a different challenge in an era when

modern information environment, doing so must lean heavily on

advanced technology can make some information immediately and

transparency and accountability mechanisms that give the public

broadly available, while concerns about privacy and the integrity

the data it needs to make fair and informed judgments about its

of the criminal justice process can make it difficult to release other

police departments and their actions.

data. The remainder of this section takes on each question, looking

So what needs to be done to communicate—and demonstrate—

at the perspectives of both the public and police departments, the

neutrality, fairness, and the motivations of the police department to

historical context of policing in the United States, and advances

the public? This section presents a proposal of what is necessary. It

in policy and practice that lay the groundwork for addressing the

is built on the foundation of research in this field, but it slices that

challenges faced by the country going forward.

Demonstrating to the public that its decisionmaking process is neutral and fair relies on
the department’s ability to communicate this point—through both word and deed. That
communication must take on both what may be a complex history between the department
and the communities it serves and other factors that shape public views.
6

Goals and Missions of Police Departments: Public

ranging from improved insights into crime to policy preferences

Understanding of What Police Are Doing and Why

(e.g., the “tough on crime” era, in which preference moved toward

Viewed through a lens of procedural justice, public trust in the

more-punitive responses to offending, and this persisted even dur-

police must start from a clear understanding of why the police take

ing periods of falling crime rates).22 Other changes have happened

specific actions and what they seek to accomplish by doing so. This

essentially by default, as changes in other government agencies or

public understanding is also critical from the perspective of police,

systems—such as the shift in how the United States has approached

because it is the starting point for a fair public assessment and

meeting the needs of the mentally ill—have resulted in police agen-

evaluation of the police force.

cies being required to respond to problems they have never been
directly tasked (or resourced) to address. And some changes have

Asking what police departments seek to accomplish may seem
trivial. It is easy to say that everyone already knows what police are

been specifically focused on strengthening police-public trust, such

doing and why: Police departments are charged to address crime in

as the community policing movement, which focuses on solving

society and have been for years. In truth, however, there has been

problems and building ongoing relationships with community

considerable change in the roles and missions of police departments

members.23 But whatever the drivers, police strategies and tactics

over time,20 and understanding those shifts and their effect on

have changed considerably over time. Largely reactive policing—

police strategies and tactics must be the starting point for under-

focusing on responding rapidly to calls for service—was supple-

standing the process of strengthening the bond between police

mented with proactive strategies designed to reduce or deter crime.

departments and the populations they protect.

Initial police focus on crime control shifted to add problem-focused
policing,24 aimed at trying to solve community problems. In recent

In the recent policy debate, order maintenance—or broken
windows policing,21 which is intended to reduce crime through

years, departments have also adopted what is called intelligence-led

aggressive proactive policing of less serious offenses—has been

policing,25 which is reliant more on data and frequently used to

central. Questions have been raised about the value and appropri-

support intensive intervention in small geographic areas (“hot spots

ateness of this police tactic, particularly given its disproportionate

policing”) to address localized crime problems.26

effect on minority populations. These questions demonstrate the

Recognizing and understanding these changes is critical for

importance of knowing what police are doing and why, as well as

trust and legitimacy because what police actually do, and whether it

the direct link of that knowledge to judgments about legitimacy

looks neutral and fair, differs a great deal among the strategies. Using

and trust.

an extreme—and admittedly hypothetical—set of contrasts among
the strategies makes this clear: A department that only responds to

But the broken windows approach is only one of many strategic
and tactical shifts that have occurred in American policing, each

calls for service essentially is “waiting for the phone to ring” and its

with different implications for the relationship between police and

officers go where they are called, so the racial and socioeconomic

the community. Drivers for change have arisen for varied reasons,

makeup of the communities that get the department’s attention is
7

determined by who is calling 911. In contrast, a department that

What Is Needed to Address Shortfalls in the Public’s Understanding of

engages solely in community or problem-focused policing is proac-

Police Strategies and Tactics?

tively reaching out to community leaders to identify problems and

The heterogeneity in individual departments’ policing strategies

help solve them, and so who gets its attention is shaped by discre-

means that it is critical for the public to know what their department

tionary decisions within the department. Finally, an agency focused

is doing. This is critical not just for how citizens feel about their

only on broken windows policing is going out to communities not

police agency but to ensure that they have the required knowledge

to build relationships but to identify disorder, and then responding

to make appropriate and fair judgments about the agency’s actions

to that disorder through arrest or other direct means. What is fair

and those of its officers. Disseminating that information is the

and legitimate in responding to calls for service (e.g., that everyone’s

responsibility of the police, because if the public has no way to learn

call gets similar priority and the police make a good faith effort to

what they need to reach fair judgments, they cannot be blamed for

address each issue) is totally different from what is fair for com-

making judgments based on the information available to them.29
But addressing concerns about police legitimacy and trust is

munity policing or broken windows policing. In the first case, the
department can get neither credit nor blame for what communities

not just about citizens making one judgment at one point in time;

get policed the most, but in the other two cases, it most certainly

it is about maintaining the police-public relationship over the lon-

can. A fair judgment about police fairness requires knowing what the

ger term. And in that effort, responsibility falls more on the public

department is doing and what it is trying to achieve.

than on the police. What society has demanded of its police has
changed considerably over time, with implications for legitimacy

In the real world, a department always uses a mix of reactive
and proactive approaches, which makes judgments about the appro-

and trust. Since the 19th and early 20th centuries, when police

priateness of its efforts more complex. But there are differences in

departments were much more political in character, public mores

the mix of approaches from department to department. For exam-

have shifted as a result of concerns about corruption and national

ple, in the Bureau of Justice Statistics’ most recent national Law

reflection regarding law enforcement actions during the civil rights

Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics survey of

and antiwar movements. How public expectations will change in

local law enforcement organizations, levels of commitment to com-

the future is impossible to predict with certainty, but change is

munity policing varied considerably. Moreover, a recent Police

likely. Therefore, maintaining a strong and healthy relationship

Executive Research Forum (PERF) survey exploring responses of

between law enforcement organizations and the public requires an

departments to the 2008 economic downturn showed a wide range

ongoing conversation of what we—as a country or as individual

of changes in policing tactics that departments pursued to save

municipalities—want our police departments to do and the accept-

resources. For some departments, this included shifting back to

able ways for them to carry out those roles. This is the responsibility

reactive policing strategies to ensure that when people called police

of society, not the police. Public involvement in this conversation is

for help, those calls were answered.

a core element of procedural justice, and it also builds the ground-

27

28
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work for a fair assessment of the police. Indeed, defining the goal

While the importance of measurement is not news, what is

and the approach to achieving it also defines the “ruler” that mea-

news is the powerful instability that the lack of good measures can

sures whether the police are doing their job fairly and effectively.

create in the relationship between the public and their police, particularly in an era when a cell phone video of a single police-citizen

Quantifying “Good Policing”: Measuring What Matters for

interaction can reach a national or international viewership. It is

Policing Outcomes and Public Legitimacy

true that single interactions between police officers and the public

Even if the public understands what the police are trying to do, trust

can go so wrong that they should have major repercussions. But the

and legitimacy cannot be built and maintained without the public

power of video images in particular—and the way they can be used

also knowing what happens when they do it. Information on police

in the complex modern media—can also give an incident weight

goals and activities can communicate the department’s intentions

to tip the scale of public perceptions in ways that are not fair or

and motives, but it is not as powerful as how those intentions and

productive, and that can threaten an otherwise healthy relation-

motives are demonstrated in actions. It is also in the interest of the

ship between a department and the citizens it serves. This potential

police to make sure the public has the information it needs to draw

is frustrating to law enforcement leaders, particularly those from

fair conclusions about its department’s efforts.

departments that are making active and successful attempts to

30

The importance of being able to measure things is not news.

build relationships with their communities.31
Law enforcement’s concern that single videos can become the

In both management and policy analysis, it is conventional wisdom that what an organization chooses to measure—and how

basis for major backlash against departments is understandable,

it measures it—will drive its actions. This is doubly true for the

especially when the videos are divorced from the context of the sit-

two-way street that is police-public trust. For the department,

uation in which they were taken.32 However, it is also the case that

what is measured will guide the thinking of leaders and shape both

While the importance of measurement is
not news, what is news is the powerful
instability that the lack of good measures
can create in the relationship between the
public and their police, particularly in an era
when a cell phone video of a single policecitizen interaction can reach a national or
international viewership.

the decisions they make and how they reward or correct members
of the organization. For the public, what is measured and how
that data are made available will provide the basis for judging the
legitimacy of the department and the level of trust in it. As a result,
being able to measure good policing well—that is, to have appropriate metrics that measure the right things—is critical. And when the
legitimacy of the police agency and its relationship with the public
is a concern, good policing means not just measures of effective
policing based on outcomes like reduction in crime but also the way
those outcomes are achieved.
9

if the public does not have access to better and more-representative

citizen satisfaction with and confidence in police. This broadened

information that they trust, a public willingness to extrapolate

consideration of what to measure meshed well with changes in focus

from the data that are available should not be surprising. If the

and goals of the community policing movement, given the central-

public lacks—and has no expectation of receiving—more informa-

ity of community relationships in that approach to policing. It also

tion on which to base a judgment, public concern or even anger at

reflected that a great deal of what police agencies do is not directly

being expected to withhold judgment indefinitely on their police

related to crime. More-recent efforts have developed suites of mea-

department’s actions is similarly understandable. This dynamic has

sures of policing that try to capture its multidimensional nature,

the potential to poison police-public trust from both directions,

but they have not been broadly adopted.37 For example, Compstat,

and there are roles and responsibilities for both parties in resolving

introduced in the New York Police Department in the 1990s by

it. Resolution requires better ways to measure good policing in a

Commissioner Bratton, focuses predominantly on crime.38
Measures that focus on crime are also only partial measures

way that speaks to both public and police concerns. This is harder

of good policing, because they do not capture the broader effects

than it might seem.
The challenge of measuring performance in police departments

of how policing is done. Making an analogy to medicine,39 this is

has a long history, and has been—and still is—the focus of research

like looking at the effectiveness of a new drug or surgery without

and analysis intended to improve it. Much of the effort over

considering its side effects. And this is critical, because the side

the years has been focused on crime. Although crime rates and

effects of policing can vary significantly for different strategies and

measures of police departments’ actions in response would seem a

tactics—and their scope and magnitude may be as important to

reasonable “bottom line” for a police department, many problems

the community that experiences them as the crime control benefits

resulted from relying solely on them as a measure of law enforce-

produced by police intervention. Furthermore, the magnitude of

ment performance. Over the years, this led to attempts to measure

the side effects could drive the decision of whether a particular

33

34

35

36

policing strategy should be pursued at all. There are cases in medicine where even promising treatments are not used because the side

Measures that focus on crime are also
only partial measures of good policing,
because they do not capture the broader
effects of how policing is done. Making an
analogy to medicine, this is like looking at
the effectiveness of a new drug or surgery
without considering its side effects.

effects from the intervention itself are so significant, and medical
judgment must take these risks into account when deciding what to
do and not do. In a similar way, the different police strategies and
tactics can result in external costs, damage to community confidence and trust, and other side effects that should be managed.40
Viewed from this perspective, even if policing approaches such
as aggressive stop, question, and frisk are viewed to be effective
for reducing crime,41 the magnitude of their side effects on com10

munity support for police should have weight as well.42 Other side

• officer views and measures of departmental culture, with

effects can be directly related to police action; in perhaps the most

respect to both the community (which shape how policing is

serious examples, when deadly force is used, there can be injuries

done at the officer level)51 and the department itself (as both an

to bystanders or injuries arising from cases of mistaken identity. In

indicator of morale and perceptions of procedural justice and

policing, as in medicine, side effects will be worth bearing in some

fairness of agency procedures)

cases, while in others they will not. As much as doctors compar-

• amount of police activity in communities, which allows the

43

ing treatment options for a patient, police leaders need information

public to understand performance both in nondiscretionary

on policing side effects to inform their decisionmaking.

(e.g., responding to calls for service) and discretionary police

44

activities

What Data Are Needed for This Fuller Picture of Policing?

• the full range of outcomes of policing, from crime levels to a

Some of the data needed are easy to identify. After Ferguson, one

community’s views of crime in its neighborhoods and its police

small part of the public debate centered on the lack of comprehen-

department’s fairness and effectiveness

sive data on police-involved shootings across the country.45 Having

• tracking of cases from complaint or initial report through to

a fair and impartial picture of when police action results in injury

their resolution in the court system.52

or death is important, and some momentum has begun to build for

If such data were made publicly available, it would provide

its collection.46 The findings and recommendations that have come

ways to describe police outcomes that speak both to potential

out of federal consent decree and reform processes—the process of

public concerns (e.g., whether particular types of crimes are being

federal legal intervention in departments viewed as having serious

dealt with effectively, whether there is bias in police outcomes)

problems47—provide a menu of other measures, many of which

and to those of law enforcement (e.g., that most police interactions

focus directly on the side effects of policing strategies.48 They

with the public, even those ending in arrest, do not involve use of

include data on the following:

force53). However, because consent decrees address situations where

• police use of force (including but beyond shootings), its distri-

there have been problems, they are generally focused on the “down-

bution across the population, the proportionality of force to

side” data relevant to police-community relations. But there is also

the incidents where it occurred, and, for serious events in par-

what might be labeled “upside” data available. For example, in

ticular, the chain of events that escalated to the use of force49

RAND work with police departments, it is clear that in some areas,

• police contacts with the population, consensual and not (e.g.,

there are streams of positive data, including officer commendations

stop, question, and frisk stops) and as victims or suspects,50

and citizen compliments or letters of appreciation that are relevant

including their context, police behavior, results (e.g., contra-

to this fuller picture.

band found during nonconsensual searches), and citizen views

Although some of these data are resident within police depart-

of the interaction

ments, in other cases, there is the need for innovation both in
11

data available to the public, but such data are only part of what is

Learning how to harness the power of social
media to deliver more information, beyond
just about individual events or incidents,
could provide opportunities for both a betterinformed public and a more-robust debate
about police-community relations.

needed for an informed community. Social media also could be a
venue for disseminating data. The power of social media to spread
information about individual incidents—whether the Eric Garner
video or the image of a police officer and a protester embracing in
Portland58 —has been clearly demonstrated. Learning how to harness the power of social media to deliver more information, beyond
just about individual events or incidents, could provide opportunities for both a better-informed public and a more-robust debate

measures for good policing and in ways of collecting and analyz-

about police-community relations.

ing data—particularly to make it possible to collect the data on
timelines that are useful for improving police management and

No System Is Perfect: Confidence in the Discoverability and

effectively informing the public. Measures of trust and the health

Resolution of Policing Problems

of the relationship between a department and community need to

While better informing the public can help support a more produc-

go beyond citizen views of specific police interactions. In its recent

tive debate around policing strategies and tactics, more data trans-

report, the International Association of Chiefs of Police advocated

parency will not be enough to build and maintain the relationship

for developing better measures that will appropriately reflect “suc-

between the police and community, particularly for communities

cess, from the shared perspective of both the police and the com-

where that relationship is severely damaged. Looking at the history

munity, in building strong relationships.”54 Also needed are ways

of policing and criminal justice in the United States—even the

to collect this information that are better than standard surveys,

recent history—it is clear that miscarriages of justice can occur,

which take time and resources,55 and therefore are not readily ame-

arising for reasons ranging from honest mistakes to intentional and

nable to providing a “dashboard” measure for public trust. New

criminal malpractice.59 Exonerations of criminal defendants, partic-

methods could take advantage of the pulse of public information

ularly those on death row, are proof that the system can incorrectly

and discussion in social media or use the sensors put in place for

sentence individuals to even the most serious of punishments.60

crime control reasons (e.g., gunshot detection systems) to measure

And DOJ investigations of individual law enforcement and correc-

whether citizens actually call police when one would expect them

tions agencies have documented patterns of unconstitutional and

to—and a lack of calls might suggest a lack of trust and support.56

even criminal behavior by individuals sworn to protect the public

Because the relationship will not be an informed one if data

and uphold the law. As human organizations, it is unsurprising

are collected and sit unexamined, better ways to share data with

that problems can arise in criminal justice agencies. How those

the public are needed as well.57 Many departments make crime

problems are addressed and dealt with is therefore an important
12

fulcrum with the potential to shift—for good or ill—legitimacy

officer’s behavior to bring the legitimacy of a whole department

and trust for both the public and members of law enforcement.

into question.67 Recent survey data substantiate officer concern
about this issue: Data collected by National Police Research Plat-

The ability to detect and respond to problems—whether those
problems are at the officer or departmental level—is clearly an

form indicated only middling belief by surveyed officers that their

important ingredient for maintaining police-public trust. But

colleagues would report wrongdoing by a fellow officer.68 Part of

because police organizations themselves are the agency charged

communicating the fairness and equity of the department to the

with discovering and revealing wrongdoing elsewhere, it has been

public is appropriately responding when officers are shown to have

an ongoing concern whether problems within law enforcement

engaged in misconduct or not executed their responsibilities effec-

agencies can be readily discovered. This issue is embedded in

tively and appropriately. Doing so can also be part of maintaining

concerns about how to measure corruption within police organiza-

the legitimacy of the department in the eyes of its members, by

tions, because if problems are not discovered—or there are orga-

investigating and making those determinations fairly and equitably.

61

62

nizational or other reasons that issues are not publicly disclosed —

These concerns feed back into the potential contribution that

63

then there is little basis for making judgments about their true rates.

data on policing can make in building and maintaining police-

Public perceptions that individual officers or departments have

public trust (discussed earlier), because damaged trust could lead

incentives to remain silent about wrongdoing (the so-called “blue

to a community’s skepticism of data released by its police depart-

wall of silence”) are sufficiently widespread to merit an article in

ment. There is support for this concern in recent federal investiga-

The Police Chief magazine about responding to these perceptions.

tions of police departments—for example, the lack of reporting

Surveys of members of the public have also reflected skepticism that

of use-of-force incidents in the Cleveland Division of Police,69 as

the responses to officers who engage in misconduct are appropri-

well as misclassification of sexual assault cases in the New Orleans

ate. Two surveys about ten years apart were very similar: In a 1992

Police Department.70 Indeed, appointing independent monitors of

Harris poll, 60 percent of the respondents indicated that discipline

police departments that have been found in violation by DOJ gen-

for misconduct would be too lenient when judged by other police

erally involves publishing data on police performance to address

officers. In a 2002 survey, between 70 and 80 percent of respon-

such concerns directly. As a result, for maintaining police-public

dents were calling for “stronger punishment” for misconduct.

trust, mechanisms need to be in place to discover problems—to

64
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While this issue of identifying and responding to problems

make it possible to “trust but verify”—and to then respond when

might be viewed largely as a requirement for police oversight (and

they surface.

therefore driven by the public half of the police-community rela-

What Is Needed to Maintain Trust in Spite of Policing Problems?

tionship), such a distinction is artificial. It is similarly important

The question of what is sufficient to ensure both public and police

for ensuring that disciplinary processes within departments are

confidence in mechanisms to respond to problems in policing is a

equitable and procedurally just and for limiting the ability of one
13

difficult one. The broad parameters are easy to frame: Approaches

the population supported adopting early warning systems.72 How-

are needed that mean that an officer—or, in cases of broader prob-

ever, research—including ongoing RAND work—has shown that

lems, a precinct, unit, or department—who is acting improperly will

the design of such systems is still an inexact science that requires

be identified and responded to, through processes that are fair to

trade-offs between how effective the systems are in flagging officers

the officer or officers involved. Given legitimate sensitivities around

with problematic behaviors (“true positives”) as opposed to other

such processes, the needs of police and the needs of the public

officers who are also flagged (“false positives”) and how early they

inherently pull against one another in some respects. For example,

can identify officers with performance problems.73
Departments have other indicators that feed internal processes

while transparency of process may be key for public trust, appropriate confidentiality—particularly for officers who are flagged by

to detect problems. Prominent among these are citizen complaints

such processes and are exonerated—may be key for police trust. As

and referrals of officers to internal affairs divisions for investigation.

a result, moving from broad parameters to specifics is difficult and

Based on available research, it is clear that there are important chal-

is further hampered by limits in research on these topics. Drawing

lenges in the credibility of internal disciplinary processes from the

together what is known, key components can be identified.

perspectives of both the public and officers.74 One measure that is

71

often focused on by audiences critical of the police is that internal

First, internal departmental processes matter, but there is not a
clear answer for what it takes for those processes to be credible to both

review processes often sustain only a small percentage of com-

the public and officers. Because processes to detect problems fall

plaints or allegations that are filed against officers, implying a bias

into the category of common-sense management methods, they are

in favor of police. Findings from recent consent decrees have rein-

obviously important for police departments. But internal review

forced this view,75 though recent research efforts have also shown

processes suffer from the paradoxical challenge that they can best

that the reasons behind low rates can be complex and are not

serve to maintain public trust, rather than build it in the first

necessarily indicative of bias.76 Surveys of officers have identified

place—because believing that a review carried out by an organi-

concerns about internal review processes from the police point of

zation of its own members or behavior will be objective and fair

view. Data from the National Police Research Platform identified

requires that a level of trust already exists.

a perceived lack of fairness in discipline processes in large departments in particular, but there were shortfalls across the board.77 It is

Implementing an early intervention system—a system designed
to detect problems within the department—has been a component

worth noting that the issue of officer trust in their internal inves-

of several recent consent decrees. These systems are designed to

tigation processes and internal affairs investigators is itself directly

monitor behavior to identify officers whose conduct suggests future

parallel to the question of public trust of the police more generally,

problems (e.g., numbers of use-of-force incidents compared with

because the same concerns of fairness in treatment, objectivity, and

peer officers), so that such interventions as counseling or retraining

procedural justice apply in both cases.

can be done to correct it. In a national survey, large percentages of
14

In examinations of department discipline, inconsistency and a lack of clear linkage between
problems and corrective actions undermine officer confidence and the perceived fairness of the
process. Transparency to show citizens that issues are identified and dealt with consistently
would also support public trust.
These problems indicate a need for innovation in the design of

Second, making trusted data available can help, but how the data

internal review and discipline processes—and strategies to main-

are analyzed matters. A prominent strategy for identifying whether

tain their credibility for both officers and the public. The limits in

a department’s activities are racially biased has been to analyze

the research available in this area mean that departments experi-

data on traffic stops, vehicle searches, pedestrian stop and searches,

menting with new processes is valuable, particularly exploring new

and other events.83 As argued earlier, making such data available

ways to address the needs of both parties while maintaining trust.

provides a window on police outcomes and side effects, but being

Consistency and transparency of process is clearly relevant to both

both informative and fair to the police requires paying attention to

audiences. In examinations of department discipline, inconsis-

how the data are analyzed. And in doing so, there are still impor-

tency and a lack of clear linkage between problems and corrective

tant questions about what patterns in such data are indicative of

actions undermine officer confidence and the perceived fairness of

problems, and what comparisons should be made to determine that

the process. Transparency to show citizens that issues are identi-

inappropriate behavior is going on. This includes how to compare

fied and dealt with consistently would also support public trust.

officers with one another (e.g., it would not make sense to compare

This could include making data available on citizen complaints and

the makeup of stops of two officers who policed areas with vastly

misconduct investigations, and their resolution or outcomes. Such

different populations) and what benchmarks departments should be

transparency is clearly a challenge, given legitimate concerns of offi-

assessed against to identify more-general problems. These assess-

cers, and it parallels the sensitivity about what information is made

ments must link back to clear understandings about departments’

public about citizens when they are under investigation but have

goals and strategies because they can have major effects on the

not yet been convicted of a crime. Experiments in transparency are

distribution of police efforts and their outcomes.

78
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already under way, including an effort in Seattle to make it easier

There is no consensus on the appropriate benchmark for

to post officer body camera footage, and an effort in Baltimore to

analyzing such data. Comparing against the makeup of the general

publish the outcomes of police misconduct investigations. Such

population is attractive, but it does not take into account the

police-initiated efforts may be needed to preempt public efforts to

nonuniform distribution of police attention and presence (e.g., calls

collect and make such information available.

for service are not uniformly distributed across a city). Compar-

80
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ing against the makeup of criminal suspects or arrestees would
15

seem a potential alternative, but it does not take into account the

officers and citizens occur in relative private—if they are not truly

effect that bias might have on suspect identification and differen-

private, the interactions are not often witnessed by many people

tial arrest rates for different populations. Other approaches exist,

who are not directly involved—to all being potentially public

but they are not always available or practical. Choosing the right

through post-hoc review or even release of footage.88

84
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benchmark is no academic exercise; for example, key elements of

But as a mode to support discoverability of problems, cameras’

the court opinion that found the New York Police Department’s

value is limited by basic logistical concerns. To be a reasonable way

stop and frisk tactics unconstitutional focused on what benchmark

of discovering problems within a department, the cameras must

should be used to assess the tactic. Maintaining public confidence

be rolling for the majority of the time that officers are interacting

that issues of bias in policing are discoverable requires a greater

with the public. But this will result in the desired outcome only if

effort at building a consensus on the appropriate measures and

mechanisms are in place to review the massive amount of footage

benchmarks for analyzing this information; that way, debate can

the cameras would then produce.89 The more targeted their use,

focus on addressing public and police concerns rather than dis-

and the more that officers control when recording takes place, the

agreeing on the interpretation of the data.

less footage there is to store and analyze but the less the cameras

86

then address issues of discoverability—and the greater the risk that

Third, technology can help, but it is not an easy or complete
answer. Technologies like officer-worn cameras have been a major

the absence of footage, for whatever reason, will be assumed to

focus of discussion after the events in Ferguson, and video from

indicate wrongdoing when that may or may not be the case.
When video is available, however, the technology can con-

such devices can provide a more objective view of individual events.
National survey data also show broad public support for use of

tribute to reaching better judgments regarding police behavior.

cameras by police. Wide use of cameras would also change the

Cameras can also provide a way to address conflicting accounts of

nature of policing from a practice where most interactions between

an incident, as large bodies of research have established that eyewit-

87

ness testimony is plagued by human tendencies that shape what is
and is not seen or, if seen, recalled accurately.90 Indeed, studies have

Maintaining public confidence that issues of
bias in policing are discoverable requires building a consensus on the appropriate measures
and benchmarks for analyzing this information; that way, debate can focus on addressing
public and police concerns rather than disagreeing on the interpretation of the data.

shown that cameras can provide information that helps to resolve
disagreements over events—in favor of police in the case of spurious complaints, and for citizens when other evidence is not available to support their claims of mistreatment.91
Finally, involvement from outside the department may be
necessary for supporting public trust. Because of concerns about
the fairness and effectiveness of internal review and corrective
mechanisms, the involvement of outside entities is often a part of
16

restoring public trust.92 Such involvement can range from institu-

and in an era of constrained resources, such costs take away from

tionalized processes, such as citizen review boards, to the use of

other priorities. They are also only warranted for cases where seri-

the courts through either criminal prosecution or civil litigation.

ous problems have resulted in a fracture of trust between police and

And though issues surrounding investigations of police behavior

the community—though the lessons from the interventions can

and alleged wrongdoing are sensitive—for obvious reasons—to

provide insights for police agencies whose problems have not risen

departments, officers, and the organizations that represent them,

to that level to proactively assess their own activities.96

93

Other models of such involvement have been part of the agree-

what the public finds acceptable will always be a judgment made by
the public, not the police department, the chief, or local political

ments arising from federal interventions, including independent

leadership. Indeed, a key driver of public anger with respect to the

auditing97 and community oversight boards for police activities.98

recent incidents in Ferguson and New York City was the view that

External involvement after critical incidents (such as deaths in

the response to those events was not appropriate. But at the same

use-of-force incidents) has been prominent in policy debate, includ-

time, the needs of the public must be reconciled with the needs of

ing the interim recommendations of the President’s Task Force on

officers, who also must view such processes as legitimate and fair.

21st Century Policing.99 Although this suggests a demand for more
citizen and outside oversight as a way to build and maintain legiti-

It could be argued that the most extreme model of such outside
involvement is the exploratory surgery of DOJ investigation or

macy, there is less clarity about the best approaches for doing so.

collaborative reform of a department. In recent years, a number

Data from surveys in which citizens were asked about whether they

of departments, ranging from those in major cities to smaller

wanted a civilian review board in their city (if they did not have one)

jurisdictions, have gone through one of these processes to address

and whether they believed it reduced police misconduct (if they did)

issues affecting the relationship between the police and the pub-

showed both strong demand and high confidence in its effective-

lic. Departments in which DOJ has intervened span the country,

ness.100 The Task Force also called for citizen involvement in over-

including Albuquerque, New Mexico; Cleveland, Ohio; East

sight in an “appropriate form and structure . . . to meet the needs

Haven, Connecticut; Missoula, Montana; New Orleans, Louisiana;

of [the] community.”101 Although external processes speak to public

Portland, Oregon; and Seattle, Washington.94 From the public’s

concerns about whether departments can deal objectively with their

perspective, the credibility of such interventions is high because

own problems, relatively little research has been done to objectively

they come from outside both the department and the locality,

assess different approaches’ effectiveness—both to address prob-

and they can provide a powerful impetus for change. Survey data

lems and to build officer and public trust.102 More recently, there

collected during such interventions and outside monitoring have

have been a few examinations of different oversight models, reach-

shown improvement in public views of the departments, though in

ing both positive and negative conclusions.103 As a result, this is an

some cases, progress in measurements of public trust and views of

area where innovation and additional research is needed to identify

the police is slow. DOJ interventions are expensive and disruptive,

approaches that best address both public and police concerns.

95
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External involvement may also be key for implementing and

mitments, managers have to help external constituencies
who want these things to become articulate and powerful,
to embrace accountability to these constituencies, and to
construct measurement systems that measure the extent
to which they are meeting these new demands. . . . Their
success in doing this will determine the pace and extent of
the changes they can make in police operations. The more
external pressure, the more rapid the pace of change.107

sustaining changes in departments where police leaders or external
intervention (such as DOJ reform processes) identify that change
is needed. While changes can be made in policies and procedures,
truly shifting the behavior of an entire organization often requires
cultural change.104 But such change can be difficult and lengthy.
Chanin examined three police departments that went through
DOJ-mandated reform processes and saw very different outcomes

In such cases, the power of the department is strengthened by

for whether the changes could be sustained after the end of the

the transparency needed to inform external audiences to advocate,

consent decree.105 In discussions, reform-focused police chiefs

not for their own agendas but in support of agendas coming from

raised concerns about the power of established culture in depart-

the law enforcement organization’s leadership.

ments, which can cause behaviors and approaches to revert to the
way things were done before reform once the leadership driving

Looking Forward

it leaves. The recent International Association of Chiefs of Police

In thinking about the future, the ideal endpoint for policing in

report on police-community relations emphasized this need to

the United States could in a sense be defined by a time when the

instill a culture of respect in departments, and to do so in ways that

concerns discussed in this paper are no longer even relevant—

“transcend programmatic lifespan and departmental leadership.”106

where trust between the public and police is sufficient that, when

The literature is thin on the question of how best to create and

inevitable problems or concerning incidents arise, the public would

sustain organizational change in departments, but the strategies

trust the department to review and deal with them appropriately

that have been studied return to community trust and involvement.

and, conversely, the department would trust the public it protects

Moore and Braga link the ability of police leaders to drive cultural

sufficiently that having citizens involved in the review and oversight

change to their ability to connect with external constituencies to

would be uncontroversial.

help drive it:

Given the variety in police departments and locales across
America, there are likely cases where the state of affairs resembles

The only way for police managers to acquire a strong
current of accountability through their organizations is to
build behind them a powerful, persistent constituency that
demands from their organization the same things that they
are demanding, and to attach a measurement system to
these particular values. . . . In these cases where the values
to be advanced do not align with internal cultural com-

this ideal (and collection of best practices from such departments
could be a part of informing reform in more-challenged departments). For areas where it does not resemble this ideal, or when
it does not exist for some populations within a jurisdiction, then
the challenge is to move toward it with the tools that we have
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available—and answering the three questions discussed in this

parency for itself. And only systematic transparency is suitable to

paper from both the public and police perspectives is a large part of

build and maintain police-public trust and to provide an antidote

what those tools need to accomplish.

to the anecdotal transparency generated by broadly disseminated

Among those tools, there are some that we know are effective

videos of individual incidents and the ripple effects they produce.

and that we know how to use—such as better communication

Because of the variety in departments across the country, issues

with the public about what police departments are doing and why,

of building trust and legitimacy are fundamentally local; after

and provision of data to inform communities of the outcomes of

all, what local communities want to see from their police, what

their police departments’ efforts. There are also tools that, while

information they want from them, and what measures they view as

promising, merit additional study. But the fact that we do not

sufficient to identify and respond to problems will differ from place

know everything that we would like about different models for

to place. But thinking about American policing as a whole, there

identifying and responding to problems in police departments is

are issues that are national in scope and actions that can help to

not an argument for inaction. It is an argument for evaluation and

shape and drive change where needed.

study, for looking at the experiments that the different approaches

• Build consensus on standards for using technologies and other tools

in the many departments around the country represent, for assess-

to monitor and respond to policing problems. In response to the

ing the trials that are being carried out as the requirements of

increased focus on officer-worn cameras, research has dis-

consent decrees and other settlements are implemented, and for

cussed the lack of clear standards for when cameras should be

learning as much as we can that can be transferred more broadly to

recording—and the problems for police if such standards are

address this issue nationwide.

not defined. The literature also makes clear that there are not

At numerous points in this paper, the argument has been for

standards for other key ingredients for building and maintain-

transparency over secrecy and for seeking ways where transparency

With contemporary shifts in technology that
are only accelerating, the ability to maintain
control over many types of information will
only get more difficult—and so the argument
for transparency is more an argument for
police, and government writ larger, to get in
front of a trend whose endpoint may be the
public making transparency for itself.

can help to address the concerns of both the public and the police.
Lack of information drives some of the dysfunctions in current
debate over policing, and the obvious antidote for that is more
information. Some of that transparency touches on sensitive issues
and concerns, particularly from the perspective of law enforcement.
But with contemporary shifts in technology that are only accelerating, the ability to maintain control over many types of information
will only get more difficult—and so the argument for transparency
is more an argument for police, and government writ larger, to get
in front of a trend whose endpoint may be the public making trans19

ing public trust—from what to monitor in officer performance

collection—likely driven federally—on such issues as police

management systems to processes for investigating citizen

use of force. But other data issues, including the development

complaints.

of measures that can help police chiefs track their relationship

108

Building a consensus on suitable approaches would pro-

to the community rapidly and cheaply enough to be useful

vide benefits to departments for explaining to citizens in their

for management, require new thinking and innovation. Police

jurisdictions what they are doing. At the same time, it would

organizations need the capacity to collect, process, and analyze

provide a reasonable basis for concerned members of the public

these data and then apply the results constructively. The nation

to push for greater accountability if their police did not meet

needs the information and other infrastructure to hold police

the standard. Determining a consensus on police transparency

accountable and to maintain public trust, but in an era of con-

is also necessary in a world where every individual can make a

strained resources, these solutions must be cost-effective as well.

video and upload it to the Internet in near–real time.

• Enlist outside entities, notably the federal government, to play

• Increase data collection and data-sharing, to both inform the

a continuing and strong role in driving organizational change.

public and contribute to understanding the most-effective ways of

Federal pattern or practice investigations and consent decrees

building and maintaining police legitimacy. The role of data—

are controversial, and the results produce significant and costly

to identify problems where they exist, debunk allegations of

burdens on the departments and localities involved. Constraints

problems where they do not, track national trends, and inform

on federal resources also mean that only a small number of

assessments of the effectiveness of different innovation and

departments each year can be examined. However, the ability

change efforts—is critical. At numerous points, the research

to drive change in a department—particularly given the poten-

literature on building and maintaining legitimacy, of identify-

tial for existing culture and norms to get in the way of needed

ing racially motivated policing or the use of excessive force,

change—means that such major interventions will have a role

and other key issues falls short due to limits in data available

going forward. And for communities where trust is so battered

for study. Part of the solution is a mechanism for uniform data

that local or internal efforts to address problems are simply not
credible, it is difficult to see a substitute for outside intervention.

Police organizations need the capacity to
collect, process, and analyze data and
then apply the results constructively. The
nation needs the information and other
infrastructure to hold police accountable and
to maintain public trust.

These national steps will not eliminate the variety that exists in
American policing, but they can provide a common starting point
to better tackle common issues of trust and legitimacy that affect
citizens, from rural areas to large cities. In addition, these steps are
core to improving the relationship between citizens and the police
charged with protecting them in a democracy.
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